Kyoto Nishikawa proudly introduces Floss Silk Futon, one of our finest pieces created by our skilled futon craftsmen using exquisitely patterned futon fabric. The fabric and fillings are made of silk. For the fillings, we use silk floss produced from cocoons after carefully processed in hot water and manually pressed. The final form takes shape as flat plates.

Floss Silk Futon is gentle on your skin and avoids stuffiness with its moisture-absorbing and releasing properties. The lightweight and soft futon keeps close to your body and offers an excellent heat-retaining feature. In addition, it has less static clings and keeps off the dusts.
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The Double-Face Quilting has two different layers of futon joining forces to define “dead-air zone.” The air builds within the top and bottom futons, leaving no space between the layers. The quilting of the two overlapped futons retains its warmth, preventing the heat to escape.
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Our duvet futon is designed to contain more air and rest comfortably on your body. To increase the maximum capacity of the overfilled and soft lifting quality of the down, a gentle and lightweight fabric was developed.

The material is made from 100% cotton, consisting a raw fiber called “Suvin cotton” that is grown only in Southern India. Our advanced spinning and textile technology turn the raw cotton from what was first hand-picked into fine threads, intertwisting the yarns to produce 480T (** dtex). These threads are perfect for the super lightweight fabric with its high strength and shining finish.

To make the best of this excellent fabric, we have adopted a “new high-gusset sleep quilting” that has gussets in the quilting area to allow smooth and consistent filling.

* A demonstration on the exterior and the interior of the Duvet Futon
The secret to WARMFEEL20 is in the combination of the knit fabric made from acrylic and rayon and highly-hygroscopic soft film cottons. The acrylic fibers are only 1-dtex extra-fine fibers used for knit fabrics. These fibers have a pleasant, sleek touch and work well with layered cottons like a second skin.

Maintains temperature despite of the smaller size and thickness.

We use high-hygroscopic soft film cottons.

Warmfeel20

A feeling that makes you float - Cotton Blanket with the Softer Feel of Thermal Innerwear
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It is ideal to keep your spine in a gentle S-shape form. We apply this natural standing position to be appropriated in your sleep. WWave Roses Brand Radical will provide a mattress that will adjust accordingly to your body, balancing the weight and proportions to your natural sleeping posture and gesture.